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Finalising the range…
FX models complete the formidable Isuzu F-Series truck range

A

t the time of the launch in March 2010, Isuzu
Truck South Africa presented 13 all-new F-Series
models. The Isuzu FX/GX models were announced
as the F-Series range ‘Big Brother’ and arrived later in
2010.

Isuzu FX/GX models form an important niche-market
link between F-Series models and Isuzu Gigamax at
the extra-heavy end. Standard Isuzu F-Series models
are equipped with maximum engine power rating of
206kW (280hp) @ 2400rpm and 882Nm @ 1450rpm.

They are now here – eight Isuzu FX/GX models,
positioned as the heavy-duty end of the F-Series range.
The entire Isuzu F-Series model line-up now consists
of 24 models with gross vehicle masses (GVM) from
10000kg to 28000kg, and gross combination masses
(GCM) from 7050kg up to 45000kg. There is an
Isuzu F-Series GVM and a GCM for every task and
application – formidable indeed.

On the FX/GX range, power is delivered from one
model-type Isuzu common-rail turbo-intercooled engine
providing 265kW (360hp) @2000rpm and 1422Nm
@1400rpm – this represents 61% more torque for any
task than the standard F-Series.
A standard exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) unit ensures
that reduced combustion temperatures are an effective
means of controlling NOX – nitrous oxides – exhaust
emissions. This engine exceeds the South African Euro
2 specification and is classed as a Euro 3 unit as part of
Isuzu’s environmental care package.
The Isuzu FX/GX range is also fitted with a 9-speed standard
gearbox, the ZF 9S1310. Designed as an 8-forward speed
transmission for normal use, it incorporates a ‘crawler’
gear for those abnormal situations where an extra-deep
ratio is required to get out of a steep gradient from startup when fully loaded.
Safety is the first word in Isuzu’s SEE philosophy for the
F and FX/GX truck range – SEE being a focus on Safety,
Economy and Environment. The entire FX/GX range is
equipped with a full-air, ABS braking system. This is assisted
by a standard engine exhaust brake on every model plus
an electromagnetic retarder on the GXR 40-360.
SA truck operators will be delighted with the FX/GXSeries front axle capacity. Isuzu has matched tyre
load-ability to axle capacity – 315/80R22,5 tyres are
standard to match Isuzu’s front axle rating of 7500kg
which is also the legal permissible (A rating) for the
entire range. This is particularly useful for freight carrier
models where front axle capacity can be fully utilised.
Isuzu FX/GX models also have installed rear axle
capacity that exceeds the permissible rating of 9t on a
single axle and 18t on a double drive unit.

A modular approach to cab design and construction
means that the Isuzu’s F-Series and FX/GX models
all share the same cab. The cab only appears more
‘aggressive’ on the FX/GX-Series as it has been position
slightly higher and more forward to accommodate a
much larger engine.
There is also no difference between the F-Series and
FX-Series in terms of interior cab layout. The benefit
is considerable in holding in parts for cabs across 24
truck models. All models are fitted with standard airconditioning, radio and electric-powered windows that
will please drivers and reduce fatigue while added
personal safety comes from a driver’s airbag.
A standard 400-litre fuel tank on the FX range provides
adequate range for medium-haul applications while
a very competitive oil-change interval of 20000km
minimises downtime for servicing.

Craig Uren, Isuzu Truck South Africa Chief Operating
Officer, concludes: “The new Isuzu FX-Series at the
top of the F-Series range now completes our model
line-up. We are able to offer GVM and matching
power for every application and terrain. There are
many areas of Southern Africa where trucks need the
additional torque, GVM and GCM that our new FX/
GX models offer – it’s all part of a transport solution
where our real focus is on parts and service. The new
FX-Series really places Isuzu’s product offering in a
formidable position.”

There is also no difference between the F-Series
and FX-Series in terms of interior cab layout. The
benefit is considerable in holding in parts for cabs
across 24 truck models.
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